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THE CPI AND THE PCE DEFLATOR: AN ECONOMETRIC
ANALYSIS OF TWO PRICE MEASURES
BY JACK E. TRIPI.ETT AND STEPHEN M.MERCHANT*
This paper shows that differences in the movement of the CPI and the PCE deflator can largely he at-
tributed to different price changes recorded hr comparable individual components of the two indexes.
rather than to dfJerences (such as the weighting patterns) in methods for constructing the aggregate
indexes out of the micro data. The results provide a basis for choosing between alternatire price measures
for consumption.
Two measures of aggregate price change for consumption goods and services are
in general use--the Consumer Price Index (CPI), published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and the Implicit Price Deflator for Personal Consumption Ex-
penditures (PCE), from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The two indexes
frequently present contradictory evidence of the magnitudeand sometimes even
the direction--of price movement (see Figure 1), so that index users, faced with a
choice between the CPI and the PCE, frequently ask: What is the sourceof the
divergence between the two series? And, which is preferable for a particularuse?
Figure IQuarterly Percentage Changes (Seasonally Adjusted), Consumer Price Index and Implicit
PCE Deflator, 1965-1971.
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Sources: PCE: computed from data published in Survey of CurrentBustness, July 1968. p. 49,
July 1969, p. 47, July 1970, p. 47. July 1971, p. 43. July,1972. p.47 (correction of errors in printed data
provided by BEA).
CPI : computed from BLS data.
* Office of Prices and Living Conditions, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.Conclusions are those
of the authors, exclusively. The paper does not represent anofficial position of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics nor is it necessarily endorsed by the staff of the Officeof Prices and Living Conditions, either
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2.1)Determining answersto either of these questions is difficult.Although it is 'Nell known that the CIJand PCE deflator differ incoverage, concept, weighting patterns, and computationa,procedures, available publishedinformationis insufficient to determineexact details of differences betweenthem.' There is even less information aboutthe quantitative impact ofdifferences in construction methods on index behavior. Thepresent article compares behavior ofthe two indexes, using methodswhich permit statisticaltesting of relationships between them; resultssuggest that divergence between thePCE and the CPI stems from sources other than those previouslyconsidered.
PREVIOUS APPROACHESTO THE PROBLEM
Descriptions of the PCE implicitprice deflator indicate thatwherever CPI data exist, the CPI seriesare used as deflatingindexes.2Thus, in a simple example where only one valueseries and one CPI deflatingindex appear in thecomputation of a PCEcomponent, the PCE shouldpresent an exact imageofthe CPI com- ponents used as inputs. Thus, itis tempting (thoughas we show, incorrect) to conc'ude that if theaggregate PCE and CP1 donot move together, thesource of the discrepancymust lie in the different weightingschemes employed toaggregate the individualcomponents into an overall index,or in coverage differences inthe two indexes (componentswhich make up aboutone-quarter of the weightofthe PCE have nocounterpart in the CPI), or indifferences in conceptemployed in the measurement of price change incertain components (housingand used cars being the best knownexamples). We believe, fromexamining fragmentaryremarks sprinkled through theliterature, that most indexusers comparing the two indexes, or trying to decide whichofthem to employ ina study, have regarded weights,
concept and coverage to be therelevantand, indeed, only.-consjderj5
However, previousinvestigations which haveexplored weighting andconcept differences have failedto resolve discrepanciesbetween the two indexes.One approach involves reweightingthe PCE accordingto constant weightsofsome base period, thusConverting it intoa fixed-weight type of index(as is the CPI). Substantial divergences betweenthe reweighted PCEand the CN haveremained Unexplained3
Another approach thathas been tried is todelete, from both indexes,a few components known (or thought)to differ in concept, andthen to examinethe aggregate behavior of theremainder. Removing Housingfrom both indexes,for example, often seemsto reduce the differencesin the aggregates.aaThe major problem with thisapproach is that there isno systematic way toassure oneself
Standard documentation ofthe CPI is U.S. Departmentof Labor, Bureau of LaborStatistics 'The Consumer Price Index:History and Techniques,"Bulletin No 1517,Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office (1964).To our knowledge, themost thorough description ofthe PCE det)ator is Gregory Kipnis,"Implicit Price Index (lPI),"Appendix C, in U.S Congress,Joint Economic Committee Subcommitteeon Economic Statistics, "Inflationand the Price Indexes."89th Congress. 2nd Session (July, 1966).
2 AsIndicated above, ourmajor source of informationon the PCE was Kipnis,op. cit. Kipnis op cii., pp. 104-105.Allan H. Young andClaudia Harkins,"Alternative Measures of Price Change for GNp,"Surrey of Current Business,March 1969, vol 49, No.3, pp. 47-52, also, Sut'ey of Current Business,August 1970,pp. 12-13; Survey of Current Business,
August 1971, pp. 23-26. Theappcncomains an analysis of the behaviorof the Housingcomponents of both indexes
264that the few components deleted are the only ones which behave differently.
Moreover, simple inspection is the only technique readily employable with either
approach, and when there are large quantities of data, it is difficult to learn much
from simple inspection.
A NEW APPROACH
Ihe present investigation commenced by posing a different question, namely:
Is it really true that those components of the implicit PCE deflator which in-
corporate CPI data as deflating indexesbehaveas if they were based on the CPI?
Unless they do, exploring the impact of different weighting patterns, etc., does not
strike us as particularly interesting (and interesting or not, the exploration cannot
be carried out very effectively without knowledge of any behavioral differences that
exist among the various components of the two indexes). There are two reasons
for exploring the matter: (1) the inability to account for CPI-PCE differences with
approaches used previously suggests searching for an explanation along different
lines, and (2) computing the national accounts is a far more complex process than
what is usually depicted in simple textbook examples, and the deflator is a by-
productofthat process. Accordingly, we set out to analyze the behavior of com-
ponents of the two series, in order to isolate where problems arise, and to indicate
which components need to be studied more closely.
Another way to describe the approach we use is the following. We want to
design a test to determine where discrepancy between the two price measures
originates. We compare, statistically, behavior of counterpart components from
the two indexes. If we find that comparison of matched series from PCE and CPI
indicates that all's well at that point, then index users and others interested in the
behavior of the two indexes may confidently turn to consideration of weighting
patterns, or PCE components not derived from the CPI, as the explanationof
index differences, and act accordingly. If, on the other hand, we find (as we do)
that even matched components of the PCE and the CPI differ in movement, then
the question becomes oneofdetermining why this should be so, and users should
be alerted to a different set of factors which must be considered before choosing
between the two indexes.
THE STATISTICAL MODEL AND THE DATA
If a CPI component is used alone as the deflating index in constructing a
componentofthe PCE, then the process for computing the national accounts, and
the implicit price deflator, implies values for regression coefficients in the relation
(1) L\PCE = c + fJ(ACPI) -I- r.
There are two hypotheses to be tested. First, we test4 the joint hypothesis that
[El[01
the values of the regression parameters are[] = [j,
The second hypothesis
By means of the F-test outlined in: Franklin A. (iraybill, An introduction to Linear Stwstica1
Models, Vol. 1, pp. 128-133.
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refers to the fit of theregression. It is nor enough to findthat there is some relation between a PCEcomponent and the CPI. Sincemost of the questions posed by
deviations between the PCEand the CPI have to do withthe variability of short- term movements (ratherthan trcnd behavior), testingthe components foran excessive degree of variablityis of equal importanceto testing values of there- gression parameters TheFisherz-statistic5may be adapted to providean appropriate test of theR2.The z-statis(ic approachesinfinity as the correlation coefficient approachesunity, so itis not possible, strictlyspeaking, to test the hypothesis R= I; we can, however, use the 2-statisticto test the hypothesis that Rtakes on some arbitraryvalue close to (butnot actually equal to) unity. We chose R= 0.95 (or R2 = 0.90) as a reasonablevalue for testing.6
What we will hereafterrefer to as our "generalhypothesis" is: Components of the PCE deflatorare reflecting the measure of pricechange obtained from the counterpart series in the CPJ usedas an input for the PCEmeasure. We accept the
111o1 general hypothesisnk f k.tI
fail to be rejected.7
+ R) -log(l -R)jwith a. = See T. W. Anderson InIfllrodu(. lion toifultitariart,Siat,stj0Analysis pp. 74-79
If the hypothesized valueapproaches anity too closely, thetest would result in rejection ofthe hypothesis in nearlyevery case. It is known that the Fisher
z-statistic is equivalent to thestandard F- statistic when the test is for 110:R== 0, because it is bothnecessary and sufficient, for R= 0, that the vector of regression coefficients/1, also be zero. However,we test the hypothesis that R= I: in this case,ftcan take on any (non-zero) valuewhatever, so there isno test on ft implied by the hypothesis thatR2 -.I.
Hecause the CPI ismeasuied with error, It might bethought that errors invariables provides the appropriate statistical model, ratherthan the classical regression
approach introduced in equation(I). However, the determinationof the correct statisticalmodel depends noton the nature of the CPI measure, but on the logic of theinvestigation, which in thiscase causes us to reject theerrors in variables formulation.
The errors in variablesframework if applicableto the present case, wouldstart with the proposi- tion that both variableswere measured with error, viz.:
(a)A1 + ö1 = PCE1
(h)Ill + CPI
In addition (and thisis the Crucial part that determineswhether the situation isan errors in variables model) it is posited that thetrue relationship among thesevariables is one between Aand Ii. or.
(c) A1=O±,,
and that there isno true relation between CPIand PCE. In thepresent case, equation (cI is inter- pretable as a relation betweenthe "true" deflatorand the "true" price inde'(. The errors in variablestheorem then asserts thatft. iii our regression (equationI) is a downward biased estimator of'.
The reason we reject theerrors in variables frameworkis that we are not, in thepresent investiga_ (ion, interested in the relattonbetween the "true" deflatorand the "true" price index(if there is one). The investigationwas not designed to obtainan estimate ofi instead,
we are interested precisely in /1. Of course, to obtainan estimate offt the classicalregression model of equation(I) is the appropriate one. In our frameworkwe assume thatmeasurement error in the CPI ispassed through directly into the PCE. For thisreason it is appropriate toenter the quarterly change inthe CPI as if itvere a fixed variate The onlycases for which the abovereasoning fails to holdare instances in whicha PCE component is based entirely
on some independent (of theCPtI measure of price change.Another form of estimating bias (theomitted variable problem)is considered ata later point in the paper. .4 priori speCification ofvalues for theparameters of relation (c) isa complex task, whichmay not be possible. There existeconomic concepts knownas the "true cost of livingindex" (often thoughtof
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Data used in the analysis are quarterly percentage changes (seasonally
adjusted) in twenty-one matched components of the CPI and PCE for all quarters
from1965I through 197 1- IV. All components used are listed in Tables I and 2.
The level of aggregation is determined by the level of detail avatlable in the PCE,
so in several cases CPI components have been combined to match PCE coverage.8
Components included in the analysis account for about three quarters of the weight
of both the CPI and the PCE deflator. Where a component from either index
has been excluded, it was solely because information available to us indicated
there was no counterpart in the other index.9
REGRESSIONREsui.Ts
To gain an overview, all the quarterly changes for all 21 componentS were
combined and run in one pooled regression. The results were (standard errors in
parentheses):
(2) PCE = 0.283 + 0.609[ACPI] R2= 0.48
(0.033)(0.026) S.e.e. = 0.58
Although there is a significant (at the 1 percent level) relation between the two
[1[01.




In the present investigation, results for individual components areof primary
interest. Separate regressions were run for each of the 21 components common to
both indexes. Each of these regressions takes on exactly the sameform as the
pooled regression, the data cover the same quarters and again we test thehypotheses
[1[01
that= [jand R - 1.
To facilitate comparison, we have grouped components, in theattached
table of "Regression Results" (Table 1), according to whether or noteach of the
two hypotheses is rejected (i.e., by the results of theF-test on values ofand 11.
as the cost of remaining on the same indilterence curve) andthe "true det1ator for national output"
(the Cost of producing on the same production possibility curve). The latter concept isspelled out in
Franklin M. Fisher and Karl Shell, "The Pure Theory of the National-OutputDeflator." in Fisher1
Shell.The Economic TheoryofPrice Indices,New York and London. Academic Press. 1972; for a
comprehensixe specificaion of the true cost of living index- to which the CPI is anapproximation
see Robert A. Pollak, "The Theory of the Cost of Living hides,"Research Discussion Paper No. II,
BLS, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, June. 1971. Economic meaning canbe attached to relation
(c) only if 11. is taken to be a component of the true cost of living index,but then the distribution of
is non-normal because the CPI is an upper bound on fl. If A is taken to be the true outputdeflator
(or the true deflator for the consumption part of output),then the relation between H and A obv:ously
involves the structure of the entire economic system. The argument in thepreceding paragraphs of this
footnote indicates that the appropriate specification of relation (c) isawiIl-o'.the-wisp(at least within the
context of the present study). The reason for the present paragraphis to indicate why one cannot take
the true value of' tobe unity, and use such information to makeinferences about the structure of the
statistical model estimated in the paper.
Data were taken from files of BEA and BLS, and in some components representdetail not nor-
mally published.
Omitted components are listed in Tables 3 and 4.
267Group I (pass F-test, pass 1-test)
New Cars 0.002
(0.061)










Group II (fail F-test,pass I-test)
Furniture and Household Equipment
Food At Home
Group III (pass F-test, faili-test)
Tires
TABLE I
RiolossioN RFSULTS, QUARrLRL\ PRCFN5(n.(1Ls(Sisipu)Orito





















-0.067 1.084 0.538 0.68
(0.217) (0.197) Ophthalmic and Orthopedtc Devices 0.196 0.796 0.517 035
(0.174) (0.151) Gasoline and Motor Oil 0.209 0.630 0.351 0.93
(0.205) (0.168) Tobacco 0.064 0.917 0.689 0.47
(0.188) (0.121)
Semi-Durable House Furnishings 0.329 0.840 0.701 0.47
(0.110) (0.108)
Group It' (fail F-lest, fail 1-test)
Alcoholic Bevcraues On Premises 0386
(0.149)
Alcoholic Beverages Off Premises 0.237
(0.12 3) Toilet Goods
0.169


























and of the z-statjstjc on R'). Since the z-statistic has a standard error which
depends only on the number of observations, and each of the 21 regressions
contains exactly the same number of observations, significance tests on the
correlation coefficients use a single critical value. For values of R2>074 we
cannot rejectat theI percent level ol significance--the hypothesis that the true
R2 is 0.90. Hence, all those components for which R20.74 are classified as
exhibiting excessive variability.
10
Group1. in the table of "Regression Results," contains components for which
we can reject neither hypothesis. In other words, these are the components which
behave as expected, and for which the regression confirms that the PCE com-
ponents are in fact closely related to the CPI.
Groups II and III contain components which pass tests on one of the two
hypotheses, but fail on the other. It might appear that the most interesting part of
the general hypothesis involves the testing of the specific hypothesis onand fi.
This would imply a more sanguine attitude toward those elements falling into
Group III than toward those of Group II.
Notice, however, that there are cases (the most striking is the Gasoline and
Motor Oil component) where the F-test results in failure to reject the specific
hypothesis on .andJi,even though the estimated values are not at all close to the
hypothesized ones. The cause is high variability of the estiniates (as the size of the
standard errors suggests). For the two components of Group II (components for
which weca'treject the specific hypothesis onand fi), the estimated values for
andfare actually nearer the hypothesized values than are the estimates for several
components of Group III (for which the hypothesis cannot be rejected).
There is thus a sense in which we are reluctant to accept, without qualification,
the result of the statistical test on the regression coefficients. We want to avoid
concluding that PCE and CPI components are closely related just because
[ce][01
standard errors are so large that itis difficult to reject the[]=[1]
hypothesis
for almost any estimated values of the coefficient vector, a pitfa 1 which underscores
the importance of combining the F-test on the regression coefficients with the
z-test on R2. This is the rationale for regarding the components of Group II as
somewhat more satisfactory, from the standpoint of conformity between PCE and
CPI, than those of Group Ill.
We have, finally, the eight components of Group IV, for which we rejectbuilt
the specific hypotheses. For some of these components, the outcome was surprising,
although others (I-lousing, for example) had long been singled out as a source of
discrepancy between the two indexes. Housing, Recreation, Personal Services, and
Transportation were subjected to special analysis, reported in the Appendix.
Index weights for components falling into Groups 1IV are presented in
Table 2. Of the 21 components studied, only six (those of Group I) behave in
'° It is conceded that the selection of the hypothesized value of R2 -based, as it was, on what we
judged was "reasonablc"was completely arbitrary. Readers who have definitions of "reasonabiencss
differing from ours may prefer to base the I-test on a different value. If one tests H0:R2 = 0.95, the
boundary of the critical region rises to R2 = 0.81; alternatively. H0:R2 = 0.85 changes the boundary
to R2 = 0.63. Either of these alternatives would result tn some realignment in the groupings ofTable I.
which the reader may carry out for himself if so inclined.
269accordance with expectations. Thesesix account for 19 and 17 percent ofthe weight
of the PCE and CPI, respectively,and a little under one-fourth of the total index
weight accorded to the 21components examined in this studs'. In contrast, the
eight worst-behavedcomponents (those of Group IV) actually account fora
larger proportion of theindexes--one-quarter ofthe PCE and one-third of the CPI.
We conclude, from the evidenceprovided by regressions on individual index
components. that most PCE components donot behave as if they are purely a
reflection of the CPIcomponents used as deflating indexes. With the exception of
the six components of Group1, our general hypothesis is rejected,or partially
rejected, by the data. If these 21components (which ought to be the most closely
related components of thetwo indexes) behave differently, itis, then, not too
surprising that the overall PCEand CPI often give differentmeasures of the
course of inflation.
REGRESSIONS ON AGGREGATE INDEXES
Additional informationon the behavior of the indexes can be obtained by
analyzing the data inyet another arrangement. First,we take as observations
quarterly percentage changes fromthe published indexes for theoverall CPI and
the overall, fixed-weight PCE.''Using these data ina regression of the same form
as equation (1) gives:
APCE = 0.155 + 0.72 1 [ACPI] R20.60
(0.120)(0.155) S.e.c. = 0.23
The estimated values ofregression parameters in equation (3) depictthe lack of
correspondence between the two series thathas so puzzled users of the indexes.
For comparison, we aggregatedindex changes on the 21components of Table 1. The quarterly change in eachcomponent of each index was weighted by the
index weight of thatcomponent (in its own index) and the changessummed over
all components, which yieldsan aggregate change for the 21 components.'2
When these summed quarterlychanges are used ina regression, the results are:
tPCE = 0.128 + 0.660{Cpl] R2 = 0.72
(0.082)(0.081) S.e.c. = 0.17
One would expect thatequation (4) should yield resultsmore in conformance with the hypotheses testedthan does equation (3),since equation (3) includes
components for which counterparts in bothseries do not exist. It issurprising, therefore, that the twosets of regression resultsare so similar, and that the R2 value in equation (4) showsso little improvement over equation(3). Regressions
'' The 1967fixed-weight PCE was used. This isthe only fixed-weight versionpubIishewhich covers the entire 1965-1971 period. Source:SurrerofCurrent Business,August 1971, op.CitAfter this paper sas completed, revisedvalues for the deflator for 1969-1971became available. 2
The weighted average of indexpercentage changes twhich is whatwe have computed is not the same as the percent change inthe weighted average of indexnumbers. The difference between the two will be larger the larger the index changes.In the present case, the probablesize of the divergence, in data onquarterIchanges, does not justify theamount of additional (hand)computation required to derisedata forequation (4)on thepercentchangein thetwentyonecomponentaggrg1 index numbers
270on both indexes fail the z-test as we have set it up (regression 4 by a narrow margin).
and for both regressions, the []
=
[] hypothesis is rejected at the i percent
level. We conclude from this ti at here is little basis for distinguishing between the
aggregate behavior of our 21 components and that of the overall indexes.
There is considerable interest in comparing the individual regressions of
Table 1 with the more aggregative regressions (equations 2, 3, and 4). Weighted
means'3 of the coefficients from the 21 regressions are:= 0.244 and fJ = 0.648,
not far from the estimated values ofandfiin equation (4) and remarkably close
to the results of the pooled regression (equation 2).
Measures of dispersion about the regressions, however, show a different
picture. The weighted mean of the standard errors ofestimate for the 21 components
is 0.33. This figure is just about twice the size of the standard error of estimate
from equation (4)--O.17. Regression results and plots of residuals from the regres-
sions also confirm the fact that there is a good deal more variability in the move-
ments of individual component indexes than in the aggregate, or overall, indexes.
The reason why the two aggregate indexes usually show smaller quarter-to-
quarter deviations than do the underlying component series is simple and rather
obvious. There are usually both positive and negative deviations among the
individual PCE and CPI series, in any given quarter, so that a major part of the
disparity in the movements of individual series is netted out in the aggregation
process. Thus, it is possible for the overall PCE and CPI to change by approxi-
mately the same amount, even in quarters in which there is a substantial amount
of divergence present in movements of the various component series. But this
implies that convergence of the overall PCE and CPI is a probabilistic event, with
a distribution depending on joint frequency distributions of deviations in the
underlying series. Whether the overall PCE and CPI price measures agree or
diverge may therefore depend mainly on statistical accident.
We are concerned with the question of why the overall PCE and CPI often
give different measures of inflation; the answer we give (partial as it admittedly is)
is that the aggregates differ because the price measures provided by individual
components differ even more. The problems implied by this answer are not
rendered less relevant by the fact that we can count on a variant of the law of large
numbers to assure (probably) that in any given quarter there will be at least some
negative deviations to set against positive ones.
REGRESSION CoEFFIcIENTsAND INDEX RELATIONSHIPS
As indicated above, weighted means of regression coefficients from Table I
were very close to values estimated in equations (2) and (4). Consistency of this
order promotes confidence that relationships between the overall PCE and CPI
can in fact be characterized by the estimated regression coefficients.
The positive intercept term which emerges in nearly every regression suggests
an upward drift of these 21 PCE components relative to their counterparts in the
Weights were those of the PCE, since PCE components were dependent variables.
271CPI (of a magnitude ofapproximately 0.15- 0.25 percentagepoints per quarter). The regression slopecoefficient, however, indicates thata one percent change in the CPI willmove the PCE by only about six-tenthsof onepercent.14Hence. these parameter cstimatesuggest that the PC'E will tend tooverstate the change in the CPI for lowrates of price increase, butunderstate the CPI change forhigh rates of price change (inexcess of approximately 1percent per quarter). These results casta new light on certain aspects of thebehavior of the two indexes that have receivedsome attention. For one, the totalPCE deflator has risen less than the overallCPI in recentyears, which have been years of relatively
high price change. Ourregressions indicate this is thenormal pattern. Moreover, because price increasesusually are greater duringthe expansion phase ofthe business cycle, therelationship uncovered byour analysis providessome explana- tion for Prell's observationthat the CPI has risenrelatively more rapidly thanthe PCE during theexpansionary phases ofpost-war business cycles, withthe PCE overstating the CPI changeduring contractions.'5
We ran additionalregressions to test for homogeneityover time. There was strong evidence that thetwo indexes moved togethermore closely in 1970-1971 than they did in earlierperiods, and 1965-1966were quarters of leastcorrespond- ence. We have not reproducedthese results. The BEAhas suggested tous that data for recentyears fit the general hypothesisbetter because thenational accounts for thoseyears are still subject torevision, and that revisionstend to make the PCE correspond lessclosely to the CPI.
USE or TilE METHODTO EXPLORE WEIGHTINGDIFFERENCES
Taking the 21 PCE andCPI components,we weighted the quarterlychange in eachcomponent by the PCE weight ofthat component. Thequarterly changes were then summedover all components, givingan aggregate quarterly changein each index weightedaccording to the (fixed-weight)PCE. A regressionon the aggregate, 2l-component indexesgave:
(5) APCE = 0.140+ 0.698 [ACPI] R2 = 0.81
(0.063) (0.066) S.e.c.0.14
This regression differsfrom regression (4)only in the weightingpattern. In re- gression (4),components were assigned theirweight in the indexto which they belonged; in regression(5), a commonset of weights was used forComponents in both indexes. Becauseimposing a commonset of weights on the indexchanges has little effect on theestimates of the regressioncoefficients (the hypothesisonand1 Since a and / haveseparate economic interpretationsit might be argued thatindividual t- tests could be carried out, ratherthan relying on the jointhypothesis test we employ.Separate tests would permit distinguishingcomponents for which thereseems to be substantial upwarddrift in the PCE (measured by thevalue of) from those wherethe problem ofcorrespondence seems to involve primarily the slope coefficient.Characteriiing our "generalhypothes5" in the form ofthree specific hypotheses (instead of two)results in an eight-way
classification in Tables I and2, with many of the cells of very marginalInterest Readers who believethat either ordinaryStudent's or Bonferronit-test are appropriate can readilycarry them out for themselvesusing the data of TableI. The Bonferroni tests, of course, are an alternativeto the F-test we employ.
See Michael J. Prell,"Relative Movements ofU.S. Price Indeses inthe Post-War Period," unpublished Ph.D. dissertationUniversity of California(Berkeley) 1971.pp 132-133.
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Iis still rejected, in equation 5, using the F-test), weighting patterns do not appear
to account for much of the difference in the behavior of the CPI and fixed-weight
PCE.
BEA studies have shown that the fixed and current-weighted detlators may
exhibit different quarterly changes, but that as the period of comparison lengthens,
reweighting the PCE deflator in various ways makes surprisingly little changein
the overall index. Regression (5) suggests that weights do not account for much,if
any, of the substantial quarterly divergence between theCPI and the fixed-weight
PCE. The two pieces of evidence do not permit a conclusive judgment on the
impact of weighting patterns on index behavior. They do suggest that theweighting
question may not be as important, empirically, as it has often been assumed tobe.
Index users, attributing behavioral differences to Paasche-Laspeyresweighting
patterns, have often selected a measure of price change onthe basis of which set
of weights seemed preferable.'6 But if weights do not account forthe difference in
price movement shown by the two indexes, consideration ofthe theoretically
appropriate weighting scheme is of minor consideration, if it shouldbe considered
at all, in choosing between the indexes.
INTERPRETATION OF THE RESUlTS OF THE STUDY
At this point it is appropriate to acknowledge the fact that the resultspresented
above are novel and surprising. To our knowledge, no one has previouslysuggested
that the two indexes might differ in the ways our analysis suggests. Having
analyzed the data from a variety of perspectives, we are reasonably sure that our
facts are indeed facts; we are less positive about the explanationfor the facts we
have uncovered.
Where one or both of the specific hypotheses tested is rejected, in anindividual
index component, four possible explanations for the findings couldbe advanced.
There may be differences in measurement concept whichresult in syste-
matic differences in measured price changes. Housing, oftenreferred to in this
regard, is discussed in the Appendix. The present study indicatesthat there is so
much difference in the behavior of many componentswhich are conceptually
similar that it is difficult to see how they could be lessrelated if they were con-
ceptually dissimilar.
Where PCE components are built up from several CPIseries, the internal
weighting structure of the PCE component may differ from therelative importance
of the same items in the CPI. We are inclined to dismiss theinternal weighting
structure of PCE components as an explanationlargely because of various pieces
of evidence indicating that changing the weighting structure amongcomponents
produces slight impact on the overall index.
Many PCE components are aggregations of one or moreCPI indexes,
plus one or more indexes from other sources(WPI, U.S. Departmentof Agriculture
indexes, earnings indexes, and implicit indexes constructed byBEA----see the
listing in Table 2); where non-CPI data have a lirge weight, it may exertsufficient
impact on the PCE price measure to deflect it significantly from the courseof its
'Actually, the PCE is only partially a Paasche index. Kipnis (op. cit., p. 106) calls the PCE deflator



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PCE CoN1poN1N1s NOT USED IN THt REGREsSIoN ANALYSIS
Weight (Percent of Deflating Indexes used
PCE Component lotal PCEi in (omputing the PCE (omroi1euL
Foreign New Cars 0.2g CPI Ness Cars
Used Car Margins 0.34 Implicit
Trailers 0.37 CPI New Cars
Accessories and Parts 030 WPI. AgriC., Others
Jewelry 0.80 WPI, Other
Dooks and Maps 0.44 CPI, Agric.
Wheel Goods 0.71 CPI, WPI
Inventory Change for Used Cars 0.00( +) Implicit
Civilian Food 0.23 CPI
Military Food 0.13 Implicit
Farm Food 0.19 Agric.
Military Clothing 0.02 WPI
Stationery 0.32 VPI
Non-Durable Toys 0.82 CPI. WPI
Expenditures Abroad 0.36 O!her Prices
Misc. Non-Durables 1.66 Unknown
Flowers 0.22 Ag. Prices
Remittances-In-Kind 0.03 CPI, Agric.
Household Operations (Misc.) 5.85 \VPI
Other Services 11.79 Unknown
Total 24.82t
* 1965-I V.
f May difler from sum of items due to rounding.
Sources: Weight from U.S. Department of Commerce: information on Deflating Indexesfrom
Kipnis. op. cii. pp. 95-6.
CPI counterpart. There is no published information on the weight accorded to
non-CPI data in PCE components, the way data from various sources are com-
bined to produce deflating indexes, or the precise series employed.Information
from BEA, and from other sources, indicates extensive use in the PCEof U.S. D.A.
Prices Paid by Farmers indexes to augment the CPI sample ofitems,'7 as well
as to provide price measures for the rural population.We suspect that in a number
of components Prices Paid by Farmers indexes contributesignificantly to the
movement of the PCE, and partly account for divergence betweenthe PCE and
cPl.
Whenever non-CPI price series are used as deflating indexesin computing the
PCE, it is clear that the statistical model used in the present paper (i.e.equation 1)
is mis-specified. Suppose X1.....Z are non-CPI data used in theconstruction of
PCE component i. Then, instead of equation (1), the appropriatestatistical model
is of a form something like
(6) APCE = a + b1(ACPI1) + h2(tsX,) + ..- +b,(LZ1) + e.
i1 The CPI is a probability sample of items, with the items selected for pricing intended to represent
price movement of all items in the sampling frame for that component. Eightappliances, for example.
are currently priced to represent price movementsof 21 appliances from which the sample was drawn.
In the computation of the PCE. we understand, indexes for the eightCPI appliances stand for themselres,
and Prices Paid by Farmers indexes arc used for appliances which are in the(p appliance sampling
frame, but not selected for the sample.
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TABLE 4
CPI INDIX1S NOT usi:o IN
RLGRrSSION ANALYSIS
Total 24.35
Source "The Consumer Price Index: History andTechniques,"
Bulletin No. 1517, U.S. Department of Labor,pp. 97-8.
Instead of the[1=[01hypothesis tested in thispaper, we would test the hypo- LpJL11
thesis that the values of thevector b were equal to the weights assignedto the
various price series CPL1, K......Z1 inmaking up the component PCE.If Xi,. .., Z1 arc price series, such as Wholesale Price Index or Prices Paidby Farmers
components, we would expect them to bepositively correlated with the CPI,
which means that?, in equation (1), isan upward-biased estimate of the true
weight of the CPI in the PCE(i.e., of h1 ,in equation 6).
(4) As the fitial possiblesource of divergence between PCE and CPI,PCE price measures will be subjectto any discrepancy introduced by thenature of the
computational process which intervenesbetween the point at which CPIseries are introduced into the calculation ofconstant-dollar GNP components, and the end point of thatprocess, which yields the implicit pricemeasure. The GNP




(Percent of Total CPI)
Hotels and Motels 0.38
Other Utilities 1.82













Reading and Education 1.58
Personal Expenses 0.53
Miscellaneous 0.38L
effects on the price measure, and may causethe implicit price deflator todiverge
from the deflating indexes. Thisshould not be taken to infer thatthere is anything
wrong with the way BEA computesthe National Accounts. It is,after all, charged
with responsibility for output measures,not price indexes. Whererequirements for
output and price measuresconflict, we presume thatBEA acts to preserve the
accuracy of the output measures,and price requirements mustgive way.
We believe that points (3) and(4) account for most of thediscrepancy in
movement between series in thePCE and their CPI conterpartS,but we lack
sufficient information to assess therelative importance of the two.We doubt if
explanation (3) can account for allof the deviation observedbetween PCE and
CPI components. PCE "ToiletGoods" is obtained entirelyfrom its CPI counter-
part, yet falls into our Groupiv. Documentation of thecomposition of the PCE
deflator would enable an investigator toevaluate our explanation (3),and serve
as well to suggestsomething of the quantitative importanceof explanation (4).
SUMMARY AN CONCLUSIONS
This study followed adisaggregated approach inattempting to discover
why the overall CPI andPCE deflator frequently presentdifferent measures of the
magnitude and rate of changeof inflation. We have shownthat individual corn-
portents of the two indexespresent pictures of the courseof price change for in-
dividual commodities and groupsof commodities that in many casesare even less
in agreement than are theoverall indexes. In 15 outof 21 components analyzed,
we reject, wholly orpartly, the "generalhypothesis" that PCE components
present the sameeconomic picture drawn bytheir counterpart measuresin the
CPI. Because the CPI measures areinputs into the PCE,this result is both sur-
prising and revealing.
Conclusions to be drawn mustbe tentative, because someof our results
cannot at this time fullybe explained, becausefurther research along thelines of
this study may turn up moreinformation on index behavior,and because con-
templation of our findings byeconomists with greater insightinto PCE compilation
procedures may result inexplanations for some of ourfindings that we are not in a
position to perceive.'8Nevertheless, the results asthey stand haveimplications
for those who would useeither or both indexes foreconomic research or analysis.
The implication we stress moststrongly is that there is nosingle "cause"
or "explanation"for differences in the behaviorof the aggregate CPI andPCE.
The weighting structures,for example, though they maycontribute something to
index divergence, cannotbe considered a sole or evenmajor cause of it. Where
components in the twoindexes are movingdifferently, as our results showthey
are, there is noweighting pattern that can resolvethe discrepancy in the aggregates.
Similarly, there is no singlecomponent, or group ofcomponents which can be
said to account for differencesin the overall indexes.1-lousing, simply because it
has the largest weightof our "Group IV" components,comes closest onthis
We are indebted to John C.Musgrave, of BEA, for so resolv,ng oneor two puzzies reported in
an earlier draft of this paper.
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score, but even with Housingremoved from the indexes, thereare still l4 other components for which we rejectpart or all of our general hypothesis,and each of these is contributjnits share of positiveor negative divergence to the total. And if there isno single source of differences inindex behavior, the corollary is that there isno single or simple factorwhich can be takenas the criterion for choosing between thet'No indexes. If weights donot account for behavioral differences, it makes littlesense to choose between the indexeson the basis of their weights. And ifHousing isOnlythe chief amongmany components which behave differently, itis unsound to chooseamong the indexes solely on the basis oftheir respectiveconceptual treatmentsofHousing
We believe thatmostofthe divergence inmovement between comparable index componentscan be attributed to the effectofnon-CPI price series used in the PCF, and to theindirect effects on theimplicit deflatorofvarious exingencies required in the compilationofthe nationalaccounts.Ifthe cause is primarily the impact of,e.g., Prices Paid by Farmersindexes, then the choicebetween the CPI and the PCEdepends on whether theuser wants the pricemeasure provided by the CPI, ora combinationof CPIand PPF pricemeasures. If,orm the other hand, a significant part of thediscrepancy between theCPI and the PCE deflatoris in fact introduced by thecomputation process for theaccounts, it would appear that the PCE is defectiveas a price measure, unless thereis some reason for believing that the variousnecessary adjustments and"forcings" on the quantityside some- how improve theprice measures usedas inputs.
U.S. Departme,jt ofLabor
APPENDIX
Four components fromGroup IV of TableI were selected foradditional analysis to seeifit would be possibleto provide any systematicexplanation for the rejectionofthe specific hypothesestested in the body ofthe paper. Housingwas selected because ofits largeweight in both indexesand because it is well knownthat the constructionofthiscomponent differs in the twoindexes. We find thatcon- struction differencesaccount nearly completelyfor differences inbehavior of this component Forthree other
components_Recreation, Transportationand Personal Services_weendeavored to obtainmore detailed informationon the construction of the PCEcomponent, and used thisadditional informationto revise our regressionsWith one (marginal)exception, the additionalinformation did not account forthe rejection ofspecific hypotheses.
HOUSING
PCE and CPIHousingcomponents differ in theirtreatments of owner- occupied housing. Manyeconomists have stated thatthe appropriatepricing concept is the costofhousing services. Thereare, however, twoavailable empirical




methods for obtaining information on the cost or price of housingservices for
owner-occupied houses.
One method is to estimate a cost function for housing services.The Home-
ownership segment of the CPI Housing component incorporates pricesfor major
elements which make up the cost of providing housing services (taxes,insurance,
maintenance, interest rates, and the prices of required capital goods),and thus
may be regarded as an attempt to estimate a costfunction for housing services.
All prices which enter the index are, in principle, currentmarket prices, so the
Homeownership component is a measure of the current cost of providinghousing
services.
The PCE Housing component approximates the price ofhousing services
for owner-occupied houses by using measured rents for housingunits that are in
fact rented. Although benchmark data on owner-occupiedand rental single-
family dwellings are used in computing the national accounts,the PCE price
measure is driven by the CPI Rentindex, which is a comprehensive rent measure,
heavily weighted toward multi-family units. Thus, the measureused to impute
rental prices for owner-occupied houses in the PCE is notexclusively a measure
of rents for single-family dwellings, but includes rentsfor apartments and other
types of housing.
With this summary description of measurement techniquesemployed in the
two indexes of housing prices, we turn totheir behavior in our regressions. Housing,
in Table 1, fell into Group IV, as it failed both the specifichypotheses. The Housing
equation from Table 1 is reproduced as equation (A.1), below.We noted (above)
that the PCE Housing component is based entirely onthe CPI Rent Series.
Equation (A.2) shows results of a regression on quarterlychanges in PCE Housing
and CPI Rent.
(A.!) PCE Housing = 0.483 + 0.181 (ACPI Housiiig)R2 = 0.18
(0.112)(0.078)
(A.2)LWCE Housing = 0.064 + 0.946 (ACPI Rent)
(0.030)(0.040)
As expected, the correlation is extremely high, and valuesof the regr ssion intercept
and slope coefficient closely approximate theirhypothesized vlues. Thus, the
extreme divergence in movement between theHousing series of the two indexes is
exclusively related to the different approaches taken by themndex compilers in
seeking an approximation to the value of servicesfrom ownem -occupied housing.
In particular, the divergence between PCE Housingand CPI Housing is in fact
nothing more than the divergence between CPI Rentand CPI Ilomneownership.
Much attention has been directed to the impact of mortgageinterest rates
(which have fluctuated markedly). Changes in interest rates enierimmediately
into the CPI, but presumably affect the PCE Housingcomponent only with some
lag, as the full effects work out through the rentalhousing market.
The contribution of the mortgage interest costseries to the PCE-CPI Housing
measure discrepancy is perhapsbest revealed from a plot of quarterly changes in
various housing series. In the accompanying chart, thesolid and dashed lines are,








































-0.5 -[.5used in regression A.1; the plot indicates visuallywhat in regression A.l was
determined through statistical measuresthetwo series do not coincide. Com-
paring the dotted line (CPI Rent) with the PCE Housingdata (dashed line) shows
a close correspondence between these two seriesand,as noted, this is precisely
the result determined by equation (A.2). Removing themortgage interest element
from the CP! (the line on the chart madeup from asterisks) produces a series
which remains fairly consistentlynear the quarterly change in the overall CPI
Housing component, and does not at all approximate thePCE.
We conclude from this that (with the notable exceptionof the first half of
1971) mortgage interest costs are not the sole,or even major, cause of the PCE-CPI
Housing discrepancy. Other housing cost elementspriced for the CPI were also
rising much more rapidly than rents during theperiod studied, so the difference
in measurement must be attributedto the entirety of the difference in approach
followed in the two indexes.
Because of its weight, Housing hasa major impact on the behavior of the
aggregate indexes. If the two Housing components are removed, either from the
overall indexes or from the 21-component indexes computedfor equation (4),
the remainders of the two indexes movemore closely together than when Housing
is present (see Chart All). But because of this paper's findingswith respect to
the dissimilar movements of other indexcomponents, the Housing components
are only partthough an important partof the problem.
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION. AND PERSONAL SERVICES
Recreation. In our initial attempt to match the PCE Recreationcomponent
to a CPI index, we regressed PCE Recreation (a service in the PCE)against the
CPI Reading and Recreation index. This resulted in theRecreation equation shown
in Table 1 (reproduced below as equation (A3)), which failedboth the F-test on
the general hypothesis and the z-test on R2.
Additional information on the composition of thetwo Recreation indexes
led us to conclude that the appropriate matching is the PCERecreation index and
the CPI Recreational Services index. The resultingregression is shown as A.4
below.
LsPCE Recreation = 0.642 + 0.485 (ACPI Reading andRecreation)
(0.147)(0.148)
R2 = 0.29
L\PCE Recreation = 0.410 + 0.531 (CPl Recreational Services)
(0.155)(0.116)
R2 = 0.45
The surpising element of this "improvement" in the matchingis that the
regression equation is so little changed. The revised equation stillfails both the
F-test and the z-test, and, hence, Recreation remains in GroupIV of Table I.
The simplest explanation for the behavior of this regressionseems to be the
most appropriatethe PCE Recreation component pricesa wider variety of
services than the CPI Recreational Servicescomponent. In doing so, the PCE
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component employs not only CPI indexes, but alsoimplicit indexes (for Pan-
inatual receipts and Spectatorsports, for example) plus several earnings indexes
(for Conimercialamusements and for Fraternal Organi',ations). For the CPI,on
the other hand, a smaller numberof recreational services are priced directly.
Transportation. Our initial choice ofa CPI index to match the PCE Transporta-
tion componentwas the CPI's "Public Transportation" index.After further
consultation with HEA, we combined theCli "Public Transportation" index with
the CPI "Auto Insurance" and"Auto repairs and maintenance" indexes (using
CPI weights). The estimatedregression which results from this new matching of
PCE and CPI indexes is shownbelow as (A.6) (Equation (A.5) isour original,
reproduced from Table 1).
(A.5)APCE Transportation= 0.728 + 0.313 (ACPI Public Transportation)
(0J47) (0.060)
R2=0.511
(A.6)PCE Transportation= 0.309 + 0.576 (CPI [Public Transportation
(0.132)(0.066) + Auto Insurance+ Auto
Repairs and Maintenance])
R2 = 0.745
The new regression, whilean improvement over the original, stillfails
(resoundingly) the F-test. It marginallypasses the z-test (the critical value of R2
being 0.74!), and thus barelysqueaks into Group II. Wesuspect that some of the
divergence between the CPJindexes and the PCEcomponent may stem from
differing means of handlingautomobile insurance in the two indexes.
Personal Sertices. The PersonalServices component of the PCEwas originally matched with the CPI "PersonalCare Services" index to producethe regression result shown below as A.7(reproduced from Table 1). Subsequently,additional information from BEA indicatedthat the PCE Personal Servicescomponent represents not only such items as haircuts(which are priced for the CPI Personal
Care Services index), but alsoa number of other services suchas dry cleaning and shoe repair, from theCPI "Apparel Services" index.We therefore have combined the CPI Personal CareServices index and the CPIApparel Services index, using CPI weights,and used this aggregate in theregression analysis to produce equation (A.8), below(Equation A.7 is taken from Table1).
)A.7) APCE = 0.691 + 0.347(CP1 Personal Care Services)
(0.133)(0.114)
receiued: January 15, 1973
rerised:4pril 20, 1973
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COMMENTS ON THE TRIPLETT-MERCHANT STUDY
OF THE CPI AND PCE IMPLICIT DEFLATOR
uv ALIAN H. YOUNG
The Triplett-Merchant (T-M) article is misleading in two respects. (I) Because of
an improper selection of the CPI data by T-M, the regressions overstate the lack of
correspondence between the CPI and PCE components and therefore T-M
erroneously attribute too much importance to computational processes as a
source of difference. (2) In some passages T-M appear to adopt theview that the
CPI and PCE components should correspond exactly, because they have been
"matched." In fact, there are good reasons for them to differ.
(1) The CPI data used by T-M are not the same as the CPI data which are
incorporated in the PCE deflator, particularly for the first four years of the period
included in the study. If the same data are used, the lack of correspondence noted
by Triplett and Merchant tends to disappear.
There are three types of differences in the CPI data: (a) In 1965. for some
components BLS obtained a price reading only once every six months. In using
this information, BEA interpolated in order to obtain an estimate for each quarter.
T-M entered zero change in the first of the two quarters, and the six month
change in the seconda less satisfactory procedure than that followed by BEA.
(b) For some other components, BLS obtained a reading only for the last month of
the quarter. In using this information, BEA interpolated to obtain mid-quarter
estimates. T-M did not. (c) T-M took all their data from seasonal adjustment runs
through 1971. At the time the PCE estimates were prepared for the first years of the
period included in the study, BLS was experimenting with seasonally adjusting a
number of CPI components. Neither BLS nor BEA could at the time develop as
good seasonal adjustments as are possible now. Since BEA's policy is to revise
only the last three years of data each year, improved seasonal adjustments cannot
be incorporated for the period 1965-1969 until the next major benchmark which
will open up the books back to 1958.
Shown below for five series are comparisons of the regressions incorporating
the CPI data as used by T-M, labeled A, with regressions incorporating the CPJ
data which were available for constructing the PCE deflators, labeled B. The
regressions labeled A differ slightly from those in the T-M paper because they were
recomputed to assure consistency with B. For each series the B regressions show
a closer correspondence between the CPI data and the PCE implicitdeflator than
do the A's. On the basis of the standard errors, it appears that fuel and ice and
toilet goods move from Group JV to Group I and that semidrable house furnish-
ings move from Group III to Group II. The coefficients for food at home are much
closer toO and 1 but the series probably remains in Group II. Closer correspondence
would also be obtained for some of the other 16 series included in the study if the
regressions were rerun incorporating the CPI data which were available for
constructing the PCE defiators.
283The results reported by T-M for sub-periods are consistent with the situation
as set forth above. The lack of correspondence is greatest in the early sub-periods
where the differences between the T -M data and the ('P1 data actually used in the
PCE implicit deflator are the largest.
The lack of correspondence that would remain if the proper ('P1 data were
used results largely from BEA's use of non-CPI data. l-losvever, the internal weights
assigned CPI components within a PCE component are also a contributing factor.
The computational processes which T-M refer to as intervening after the intro-
duction of the CPI data are largely procedures used at the time of the July revision
to bring in non-CPI data which were not available when a quarter is first estimated.
Such computational procedures have little impact over and above the introduction
of non-CPI data. (This is certainly the case in toilet goods which in the recomputed
regressions shows virtually perfect correspondence.)
(2) Some passages of T-M's article carry the suggestion that the "matched"
components of the ('P1 and implicit PCE deflator should correspond exactly.
The matching appears to consist of little more than finding components with
similar titles. Their approach ignores the fact that there are differences in coverage
REGRESSION RESULTS: QUARTERlY PERCENT CHANGES OF THE
PCE COMPONENT INDEXES ON THE CORRESPONDING CPI INDEXES
Note: A--CPl as used by T-M
B--CPI as included in the PCF. implicit deflator.
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a
a h R2 SEE
Food at home
A 0.144 0.827 0.902 0.24
10.062) (0.052)




A 0.464 0.649 0.613 0.43
(0.100) (0.098)
B 0.071 1.315 0.762 0.34
(0.1 85) (0.141)
Toilet goods
A 0.164 0.670 0.731 0.32
(0.072) (0.0Th)




A 0.166 0.854 0.457 0.43
(0.201) (0.175)
B 0.184 1.179 0.654 ('.32
(0.185) (0.163)
Fuel and ice
A 0.624 0.271 0.040 1.21
(0.278) (0.186)
B 0.007 1.003 0.994 0.10
(0.023) (0.016)I
and concept between those CPI and PCE components which wereincluded in the
study as well as between those which were excluded. One such difference, asT M
discuss in the appendix, is the treatment of housing services. It makes no sense to
ignore this fact in their regressions. Either housing services should havebeen
excluded from the list of "matched" components or the CPI rent indexused.
Excluding housing services reduces TM's Group IV to II percent of theweight
of PCE and 13 percent of the weight of the CPI. (Excluding toiletgoods and fuel
and ice which the recomputed regressions place in Group I reducesGroup IV
another 2 percentage points.)
Another difference between the CPI and PCE implicit deflator is that the CPI
is limited to families of urban wage earners while PCE also includespurchases
by rural consumers. The 1960-61 Consumer Expenditure Surveyconducted by
ilLS and USDA placed consumption by rural residents at roughtlyof that of
urban residents. To represent price movements of goods purchased byrural
consumers, the PCE implicit deflator incorporates componentsof the Prices
Paid by Farmers Index as compiled by the USDA. USDA indexes areincorporated
in 9 of the 21 components included in the TM study. Within particular com-
ponents the USDA indexes receive weights of roughly 25 percent.
The CPI and PCE indexes also differ where the CPI coverage for urban
consumers has been deficient for the purposes ofdeflation. While the sample
design of the CPI provides an overall measure of price changefor the specified
universe, it does not in all cases provide suitable detail to deflate individual types
of expenditures. In such cases we use various types of price indexes to supplement
the CP1. For example, WPI components for luggage, window fans, pensand
pencils, typewriters, tools, light bulbs, and stationery are used for deflation because
no corresponding CPI components areavailable. The use of sut.h additional
indexes, we feel, improves the deflated expenditure componentsand it may also
improve the overall measure of prices since it brings additional information tobear.'
(In addition the CPI and PCE indexes differ for other reasons such asthe in-
clusion of expenditures of nonprofit ircstitutions in PCE. However, ingeneral
such differences are more important in the indexes excluded from theTM study
than in those included.)
It is surprising that TM consider their results to be an important or "novel
and surprising" discovery. The study by Kipnis which they cite, as well as one by
Grose,2 already had made the point that the coverage and concepts of the PCE
implicit deflator are different than the CPI. Overall, Kipnis indicatesthat CPI
components account for 67.3 percent of the weight in thePCE implicit deflator in
1958. Further, he indicates that at the detailed annual level of 119PCE com-
ponents, 87 of these incorporate non-CPI price measuresin the deflator, including
The weighting structure of the PCE deflation was established at the time of thelast benchmark
revision of GNP which was published in August 1965. Since the 1963-65 period when thebenchmark
was prepared, BLS has developed additional detail, and is nowembarked on a new Consumer Expendi-
ture Survey. The next benchmark revision of GNP will be an occasion to incorporateadditional CPI
components and to review the weights. No doubt the weight of non-CPIindexes wilt be reduced.
2 Lawrence Grose, 'Real Output Measurement in the United States National Income and Product
Accounts," 1967, available in Readings in Concepts and 5.'fethods of National IncomeStatistics, a
reprint volume published for BEA by National Technical Information Service,U.S. Department of
Commerce, Accession Numbsr PR 194900.
28520 components with USDAprice indexes, 32 with WPI'sand 29 with earnings indexes. Grouping theannual detail into the quarterlycomponents included in the TM study, we find fromKipnis that of the 21components, 15 include non-CpJ
information. (T--M show thisin their Table 2.)
It makes little senseto judge the 21 components ofthe PCE implicitdeflator selected by TMon the assumption that theircoverage and that of theCPI components is in common. Thecomponents of the PCE implicitdeflator examined by TM are designedwith some elements incommon with CPI andsome which are different.
Bureau of EconomicAnal j's is
received: Marc/i /0, 1973
revised:April 9, /973
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REPIX
BY JACK E. TRIPLETT ANDSTEPHEN M. MERCHANT
Mr. Young makes two points. Thefirst is that the published CPI dataused in our
paper "are not the same asthe CPI data which areincorporated in the PCE
deflator," largely, we gather, because wedid not subject the publishedCPI data
to BEA interpolation andseasonal adjustment routines beforethe CPI data were
used in the regressions. We havereservations about any conclusionsdrawn from
comparison of Young's regressions'A" and 'B" (partly becauseregressions "A"
do not, for unspecified reasons,always coincide with thosepresented in our Table I).
WEIGHTS (IN THE COMPILATIONOF THEPCEDEFLATOR) OF
PRICE INDEXESDERIVED FROMVARIOUSSouRcEs;
COMPARED WITHPCE Wncw OF SEEWSUSEDItT-M ANALYSIS
Weight(1958) Category Weight (1965)
Source
Consumer Price Index (CPI)
Agricultural Prices (PPRF)





67.3 Included in T-M analysis 75.2
10.1
4.5




Weights do not add to total becauseof rounding.
Sources: Cot. 1U.S. Congress, JointEconomic Committee, "Inflation and thePrice Indexes,"
89th Congress, 2nd Session, July, 1966, p.45. Col. 2Trip!ett and Merchant,Tables 2 and 3.
Moreover, because we wereinterested in isolating the sourcesof discrepancy in the
published CPI and PCE, we areunwilling to concede that the"improvement"
recorded in regressions "B" supportsthe statement that we"attribute too much
importance to computational processesas a source ofdifference." One could also
conclude that regressions "B" provethat some PCE components arcaltered to a
surprising degree by interpolationand seasonal adjustment.
We prefer, however, toemphasize a more important point.Young's revised
regressions (run on what arepresumably perfectly matched'components) leave
our most importantfinding still standing: comparablecomponents of the two
indexes often do not recordidentical price change.
Young implies that we were rathercasual about determining appropriateseries in the two
indexes ("The matching appears toconsist of little more than finding componentswith similar titles.").
For the record, the tabk of matchingcomponents required lengthyconversations with BEA personnel.
Moreover, previous drafts of the paper(January and May. 1972) weresubmitted to flEA, and we base
corrected for all errors in matchingspointed out to us as the result of theseearlier reviews. If any match-
ing errors remain in the finalversion. surely this indicates the urgentnecessity for detailed, published
documentation of the deflator.
287Young's second point is his allegation that wehave shown nothing new,
because Kipnis already documented the fact that manyprice series other than the
CPJ enter the deflator (see accompanying table). But we neverclaimed to have
liscorered the existence of non-CPI price series in the PCE.What is "novel and
surprising" about our results pertains to thestgnteanccof these non-CM series
in the PCE price measure. We think it safe to say thatprevailing professional
opinion has held that the last four "sources" in the accompanyingtable are used
primarily to provide PCE components for which there are noCPI counterparts;
and most economists have presumed that PPBF series also should haveonly a
negligible impact on the components we studied, becausefarn consumer units
accounted for only 4.5 percent of total consumption in the 1960-196lConsumer
Expenditure Survey. Even in the Backman and Gainsbrugh2 study (to which the
Kipnis paper was an appendix), there is no hint that these other series were an
important source of discrepancy between the two indexes, and to our knowledge
it has never before been suggested in print that PPBF, WPI, Implicit Indexes. etc.
significantly influence those components of the deflator/orwhich a CPIcou'iterpart
exists.
Our results indicate that something other than the CPI is moving components
of the PCE deflator. Ifit is non-CPI price series, as Young suggests, that is interesting
information, and the magnitude of the impact revealed by our results is new in-
formation. If non-CPI series wholly account for our results (we are not sure this is
the case), this suggests that users choosing between the two measures should ask
thniseIves a very straightforward question: Which is more appropriate as a
measure of consumption prices--the CPI, or an undocumented amalgair of
CPI, WPI, and Prices Paid by Farmers indexes?
receired: April /5. 1973
2 Jules Backman and Marlin R. Gainsbrugh, inflation and the Price Indexes." U.S. Congress.
Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics, 89th Congress, 2nd Session
(July, 1966).
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